1. Place the deflated HoverJack® Air Patient Lift on the floor with Valve #1 against the floor.

*Check that the (4) HoverJack red deflate valve caps are screwed on properly and tightened securely.

2. To position patient on HoverJack, first log-roll HoverMatt® Air Transfer Mattress under patient. Ensure patient is centered on HoverMatt and attended.

3. Insert air supply hose into one of the two entries at the foot-end of the HoverMatt. Press the appropriate button to inflate the transfer mattress.

4. After full inflation, push HoverMatt on an angle, head or feet-first, on top of HoverJack. Ensure patient is centered on the HoverJack, then press appropriate button to stop air flow and deflate HoverMatt.

Loosely secure HoverJack patient safety straps; straps will tighten during inflation.

5. To inflate HoverJack, start with Valve #1 closest to the floor. Place air supply hose nozzle over the valve, then press the appropriate button to initiate air flow. "LOOK, LISTEN, FEEL" to ensure each chamber is fully inflated before inflating next chamber. Inflate chambers 2–4, as needed, in succession using the same technique.

LOOK: The patient’s body will stop rising when the chamber is fully inflated.

LISTEN: You will hear a pitch change.

FEEL: HoverJack will be hard to the touch.

6. Use transport handles to move inflated HoverJack to desired location. Before transferring patient using the HoverMatt, unbuckle HoverJack patient safety straps. Transfer patient as described in step 4. Ensure patient is centered on receiving equipment prior to deflation.

7. Follow facility’s cleaning protocol, deflate HoverJack and recap the 4 deflate valves with red caps. Return system to assigned storage location.